the catalytic pocket and showed that they were important for the specific catalytic activity of RGS proteins. Contrary to expectations, the relevant residues were mostly outside known interaction surfaces and were Ranganathan and coworkers introduced a different approach to identify functionally relevant amino acids that structurally far apart from each other. Our study shows that specificity in protein families can be explored by is based on the identification of pairs of residues that exhibit correlated changes in a set of related sequences combining genome-wide experimental functional classification with the creation of switch-of-function mutants. , 1998) . In a given mamfunctional classification and an algorithm that ranks the malian cell, a large number of small GTPases are present relevant residues for creating switch-of-function muat the same time and are thought to be intermediates tants. In most studies of functional specificity, this in an extended cellular signaling and transport network switch-of-function problem has not been directly adthat touches on nearly every aspect of cell function. The dressed, but researchers have instead focused on resimolecular activation mechanism of small GTPases is well understood and typically involves a GDP to GTP exchange that is catalyzed by guanine nucleotide ex-
Introduction tural positions (Suel et al., 2003).
Despite these promising results, we found that these Most mammalian proteins are part of large families with similar structures, enzymatic roles, and molecular intermethods did not predict a sufficiently narrow and ranked list of switch-of-function sites in small GTPases that action mechanisms. Despite these similarities, proteins within such families often have markedly different cellucould then be tested experimentally. We reasoned that an effective "switch-of-function algorithm" should inlar roles. This is particularly striking for mammalian signaling proteins, where relatively small variations in sestead be based on an experimental classification method that reflects the different physiological functions of memquences have created large repertoires of related proteins with different cellular functions. The first quesbers in a protein family. Furthermore, this algorithm should extract information from related but untested tion that arises is how many distinguishable functions do proteins from the same family have in a particular sequences in the database without having to choose sequence homology thresholds. cell? This functional classification problem can be solved experimentally by using a sufficiently complete Ras-related small GTPases that include proteins from the Ras, Rho, Arf, Ran, Rab, and RGK families (Mackay set of proteins from a given family and by using cellbased or biochemical assays to test for function. The and Hall, 1998; Takai et al., 2001; Vojtek and Der, 1998) provide a good model case to investigate how related second challenging question that arises is which of the amino acids in a functional class are relevant for funcsignaling proteins can have different cellular roles. In tional specificity?
humans, approximately 150 of these signaling proteins A main step forward toward an understanding of specare known to be expressed, and several of them have ificity would be the identification of a minimal number been extensively studied because of their roles in cancer of amino acids that can be exchanged in a signaling , and the this problem requires both an experimental assay for control of cell morphology . In a given mamfunctional classification and an algorithm that ranks the malian cell, a large number of small GTPases are present relevant residues for creating switch-of-function muat the same time and are thought to be intermediates tants. In most studies of functional specificity, this in an extended cellular signaling and transport network switch-of-function problem has not been directly adthat touches on nearly every aspect of cell function. The dressed, but researchers have instead focused on resimolecular activation mechanism of small GTPases is well understood and typically involves a GDP to GTP exchange that is catalyzed by guanine nucleotide ex-*Correspondence: tobias1@stanford.edu change factors (GEFs) (Cherfils and Chardin, 1999) and Results which triggers an allosteric movement of a switch 1 and switch 2 domain involved in effector interaction. The Assembling a Set of Small GTPases Using PCR reactions with gene-specific primers and active state is turned off by GTP hydrolysis by GTPaseactivating proteins (GAPs) (Ridley, 2001). In the active different human cDNA libraries, we isolated the cDNAs for 132 of the 150 known human small GTPases. A cyan GTP bound state, many of the small GTPases studied were found to activate multiple effector proteins (Barfluorescent protein (CFP) tag was conjugated to the N terminus of all isolated Ras, Rho, Rab, Ran, and RGK Sagi and Hall, 2000).
Our study introduces a combined algorithm and gesubfamily members, since most of these subfamily members have localization motifs, such as palmitoylation, farnnome-based experimental strategy to classify the functions of an entire protein family and to understand the esylation, and geranyl geranylation sites or polybasic residues at the C terminus. Given the N-terminal myrisstructural basis for specificity for each of the functional classes. By applying this strategy to the Ras superfamily toylation of many Arf members, Arf proteins were conjugated at the C-terminal end with CFP ( Figure 1A ). small GTPases, we were surprised to find that the different members of this family can induce nine distinguishWe then selected a representative subset of 100 of the human small GTPases and mutated them to a predicted able morphology classes and that the residues that define the filopodia, lamellipodia, polar, and eyelash constitutively active form. The mutations to generate constitutive activity were mostly based on the K-Ras morphology classes were mostly outside known effector interaction surfaces and were far apart from each other.
derived oncogenic Gln to Leu mutation at position 61 Figure 2F ), while Arf6 had one of tween the dots reflecting sequence homologies. In this two-dimensional version of an evolutionary tree, the the most distinct morphologies with multiple characteristics that included broader cell arms, local membrane members of the Arf, Ras, Rho, and Rab subfamilies were located in distinct clusters that pointed away from the spreading, filopodia extensions as well as actin polymerization throughout the cell body and along the cell pecenter. Ran, a small GTPase involved in nuclear transport and other cell functions, was part of a less-defined riphery ( Figure 2G ). Within the shrunken morphology class, Arl 1, Arl 2, and Arl 3 could be considered as a central region ( Figure 1A The Rho family members Rho6, Rho7, RhoE, and would therefore identify more than the two actual func- . We first attempted to use the known structures of the two proteins TC10 and CDC42 are part of the same or of different morphology classes. Most ranges of chosen homology to predict potential functional specificity sites. The switch 1 and 2 domains (SW1 and SW2) are the regions threshold values would lead to different classifications of Rac1, RhoG, TC10, and CDC42 that would not reflect that show the most dramatic movement after activation and provide much of the effector binding surface for the experimentally observed two morphology classes. These considerations suggest that experimental classidifferent small GTPases, suggesting that amino acids that differ between the two proteins in this region are fication is a preferable strategy over sequence homology classification to identify functional classes. The particularly important. Since the SW2 region is conserved between the two proteins ( Figure 3A) , one might question then arises whether experimental classification can be used in combination with an existing or new predict that mutations of the amino acids in the SW1 region (at positions 33, 41, and 42; marked yellow in algorithm to identify amino acid positions that can be exchanged to create switch-of-function mutants. Figure 3A ) should result in mutants with at least partially switched functionality. However, when we exchanged As a test case, we used two proteins in the Rho subfamily, CDC42, and Rac1. When Rac1, a member of the positions 33, 41, and 42 to the respective complementary amino acids, no significant effect was observed on lamellipodia class, is compared to CDC42, a member of the filopodia class, their sequences are 70% identical. either the lamellipodia induction by Rac1 ( Figure 3B ) or on the filopodia induction by CDC42 ( Figure 3C ) for all Assuming that multiple sites are involved in defining specificity, the identification of the amino acids relevant mutant combinations tested ( Table 1 ), suggesting that structural arguments alone may not be sufficient to idenfor a switch of function between these two classes is a tify critical amino acids that switch the function of small data as well as available data of related sequences from GTPases. different species. The main assumption was that proteins in a morphology class have diverged by speciation and gene duplicaDevelopment of a Switch-of-Function Algorithm tion and that each amino acid position relevant for the When we applied the evolutionary trace method to idendivergent function of two classes has been under indetify function specific amino acids, we obtained a signifipendent selective pressure to remain conserved within cant number of potential residues that were dependent one functional class and to become divergent in the on where the sequence homology boundaries were set. other functional class. This assumption leads to the defiWe therefore developed an algorithm that did not use nition of "conservation distances" and "divergence dissequence homology boundaries but used instead a tances" for each amino acid position, using the experistrategy to measure a conservation and a divergence mentally classified proteins as a reference (core group). distance for each of the amino acid positions. Our algo-CDC42, CDC42h, TC10, and TCL, which induced filorithm did not make the structural assumption that podia, were the first core group, and Rac1, Rac2, Rac3, switch-of-function sites are part of known or predicted and RhoG, which induced lamellipodia, were the second effector interaction surfaces. The input into the algorithm was the experimental morphology classification core group. Amino acid positions were included as po- tentially relevant if they were conserved for all members The application of this switch-of-function algorithm to the measurement of conservation and divergence in one core group and divergent from all members in the other core group (and vice versa). The conservation distances in Rac1 and CDC42 is shown in Figure 4A (using the identity conservation matrix). Based on this criterion was primarily based on amino acid identity, but we also used conservation of charge and conservation result, we used site-directed mutagenesis and exchanged the most plausible of these 21 different amino of aromatic amino acids (see below for details).
Mutants of CDC42 and Rac1 that have been tested for loss-of-function (LOF) and gain-of-function (GOF). The top row is
We calculated the conservation and divergence disacids between CDC42 and Rac1 (n ϭ 26 mutants). We then tested the ability of the mutated constructs to trigtances by sorting all known related proteins from different species according to their sequence homology to ger the two morphology phenotypes ( Figure 4B) . None of the single point mutation had a major effect on the the first core group and by sorting a second time according to their homology to the second core group (the induced cell morphology; however, a few of the amino acids showed a weak loss-of-function or a weak gainsame 133 sequences were sorted twice). The conservation distance was measured for each amino acid posiof-function phenotype (Table 1) . Most of these partially effective mutants involved a change in charge, and one tion by identifying the first sequence in the list with a divergent amino acid at this position (defined as the mutant had a change in an aromatic amino acid. percent identity between this first divergent protein and the closest member of the first core group). Analogously, Creating Switch-of-Function Mutants for Rac1 and CDC42 the divergence distance for each position was determined by using the sequences sorted according to their
We then further developed the algorithm to rank these positions by making the plausible assumptions that a closeness to the second core group and by finding the first sequence with a conserved amino acid (again meagiven position is likely relevant for a selective function when both the conservation and divergence distances sured as a percent identity). The algorithm also checked for sequencing errors by alternatively picking the second are long, when conserved residues exist at the same position in both and not only one of the core groups or third sequence that does not fulfill the criterion. (they have to, of course, be different from each other), Rac1 are not a highly stringent test for the switch-offunction algorithm. As a second test, we predicted the and if the switch in amino acids involves a change in charge or aromatic amino acid. amino acid changes that switch the polar cell morphology induced by H-Ras to the eyelash type morphology Since the distances reflect independent evolutionary pressures to conserve an amino acid in one class and induced by R-Ras3, RalA, and Rap2B. This is an interesting case where the sequence homology between the to change the same position in the other class, we addressed the first point by calculating the product of the two classes, H-Ras versus R-Ras3, is closer to each other than the sequence homology between different conservation distance times the divergence distance. We addressed the second point by adding both consermembers of the eyelash class (between RalA, Rap2B, and R-Ras3). This provides an opportunity to test the vation-divergence products when the residues were conserved (6 out of the 21 positions in Figure 4A ) based algorithm for a case where sequence-based classification, such as the evolutionary trace method, would not on the argument that conserved residues at the same position in both classes likely reflect a dual importance have identified two functional classes. Using the same weight parameters as for the CDC42 of this position for selective morphology functions. We addressed the third point by creating two additional and Rac1 switch, we calculated conservation and divergence distances ( Figure 6A ) and calculated a ranked list conservation matrices that select positions with a change in charge or aromatic amino acid, respectively. of predicted switch-of-function sites ( Figure 6B ). We then chose the top two switch-of-function amino acids This added two empirical weight factors to the algopredicted by the algorithm (again Ͼ50% of the conservarithm.
tion/divergence product) and created switch-of-funcIn an iterative procedure to set these weight factors, tion mutants in which we exchanged these two amino we made 54 Rac1 and CDC42 constructs with different acids in all four small GTPases. Strikingly, the mutation combinations of point mutations, tested each mutant of the three distant small GTPases Rap2A, RalA, and for loss of function and gain of function, and adjusted R-Ras1 that induce eyelashes led in all cases to mutant the weight factors so that the predicted ranking order proteins with a near complete switch of function so that matched the relevant amino acid positions identified they now induced a polar morphology. The switch from experimentally ( Figure 5A and Table 1 ). In a marked the eyelash to the polar morphology is shown in Figure  result , this procedure led to both mutant CDC42 ( Figure  6C and quantitatively analyzed in Figure 6D . In the re-5B) as well as mutant Rac1 proteins ( Figure 5C less dramatic, and a smaller number of eyelash-type In the reverse experiment, mutant Rac1 protein now processes were observed in cells transfected with the completely lost its ability to induce lamellipodia and H-Ras mutant compared to R-Ras3. Several additional instead induced filopodia. While mutation of five mutations that were tried in H-Ras did not, however, charged amino acids was sufficient for a strong switch point to another equally important switch position (n ϭ of function, four additional sites provided a further 12 mutants; data not shown). strengthening of the induced morphologies ( Figure 5D ). Similar to the single site mutants of Rac1 and CDC42, The matrix weight parameters in the optimized algorithm single mutations that we made at both positions for all were 42% (identity), 25% (charge), and 33% (aromatic).
four of the Ras subfamily small GTPases were not able Not only did this procedure lead to the engineering to produce a significant switch-of-function phenotype of switch-of-function mutants for CDC42 as well as for (data not shown). It is also interesting to note that these Rac1, the optimized algorithm also correctly ranked the two critical positions for the morphology function of first five primary switch-of-function amino acids as well Ras subfamily proteins were not identified in previous as the next four secondary switch-of-function amino searches for functionally relevant amino acids and that acids ( Figure 5A ). The threshold above which amino they are not related to the switch-of-function sites that acids had a marked effect on the switch-of-function we discovered in Rac1 and CDC42. morphology was approximately 50% of the maximal amplitude. The positions tested below this threshold did not have a significant effect when mutated (Table 1) . Discussion morphology context. For our assay conditions and for interactions with Raf and PI 3-kinase, and both were located at opposite ends of the proteins ( Figure 7B ). the cell type used, almost half of the expressed small An interpretation of this dispersion of switch-of-funcGTPase constructs induced marked morphology changes, tion residues is that functional specificity evolved in the and the induced morphologies could be assigned to nine Ras superfamily structural fold by two or more independistinguishable classes: filopodia, lamellipodia, stress dent changes of local interactions with different effiber, rounded, shrunk, local spread, multiple, polar, and fectors. Since many of these residues are at locations eyelashes.
Exploring the Classes of Cell Morphologies Induced
outside the known interaction surfaces, it is suggestive The large number of mutants with an effect on cell to propose that functional specificity for Ras superfamily morphology supports the idea that small GTPases from small GTPases is not only a result of a direct change of different subfamilies play central roles in defining a cell's residues that interact with effectors but also that more architecture. It will be interesting to perform this same distant mutations can lead to allosteric control of selecmorphology analysis in addition to NIH3T3, Swiss3T3, tive effector binding. . To add another surprise to this, most of the sites specificity sites for small GTPases are, on a first order, were also not near any of the known effector interaction under independent evolutionary pressure to be mutated surfaces and were far apart from each other when or conserved. The difficulty in employing these existing mapped onto the known structures. This result adds a strategies led us to develop a new algorithm that was new dimension to the problem of functional specificity, able to generate ranked predictions for switch-of-funcsince it argues that functional specificity cannot readily tion mutation sites. be predicted by focusing on interaction surfaces.
By building on the concept that sequence conservaWhen looking at the results in more detail, all six small tion within a functional class and divergence between GTPases for which we engineered switch-of-function functional classes are important, we calculated individmutants had at least one position exchanged that inual sequence distances of conservation and divergence volved a change in charge and an exchanged aromatic at each amino acid position using the experimentally amino acid. When placing the five primary switch-ofanalyzed functional core group as references. This was function amino acids onto the structure of CDC42 (Figdone without using tances and the introduction of matrices that emphasized None of these five sites have, to our knowledge, been charge and aromatic acid changes. shown before to be important for the functional selectivBased on the empirical finding that only two members ity of CDC42 versus Rac1. It is worth noting that when in a functional core group and about 50 related sewe exchanged the two positions that can interact with quences from different species are sufficient to make the effectors of Rac1 (positions 47 and 174; Table 1), correct predictions of the switch-of-function sites, it is we did not find any significant morphology switch charlikely that this same algorithm will make useful predicacteristics. The same was true for CDC42.
tions for most families of proteins and protein domains Exchange of the next four predicted amino acids (pothat have more than one testable function. Such experisitions 33, 41, 42, and 56) provided a slight additional mental classification assays may include binding studboost to inducing the opposite morphology characterisies to different lipid and protein targets (for example tics. Positions 33, 41, and 42 were part of the effector PDZ, SH2, SH3, C1, C2, or PH domains), assays for interaction surface while the fourth, position 56, was substrate selectivity of different protein and lipid kinases, again at a different surface location not related to known and other enzymes as well as cell-based, microarray, effectors but may instead be involved in GDP to GTP or organismal assays using expression strategies with exchange by GEFs (Gao et al., 2001) .
dominant-negative and constitutively active signaling In the case of the Ras family members RalA, Rap2B, constructs. R-Ras1, and H-Ras, the two amino acids responsible for the eyelash versus polar morphology involved a Conclusions change in charge and an aromatic residue change, reOur study shows that the structural fold of Ras superfamily small GTPases can induce nine different morpholspectively. Both were also not part of the known effector 
